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LOCRIAN ANCHORLOCRIAN ANCHOR

These are Anchor Points, which are speci�c root 
notes (starting points) used to “unlock” a mode. 

The Box’s name. This label remains 
consistent no matter what mode is used.

Fretted notes are assigned to each 
�nger for optimal playability.
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Ionian Dorian Lydian Aeolian LocrianPhyrigian Mixolydian

There are seven modes built into the natural 7-note major scale. Depending on which note is chosen as the root (or 
starting position), the corresponding mode will “unlock,” and feature a unique scale. Each box shape and mode in this 
guide uses a speci�c color for identi�cation. Like chords, the 3rd of each mode’s scale determines if the mode is major 
or minor. 
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Thanks for downloading the Tonetracer Scale Hacker Pack reference guide. Here are some quick notes 
about the features included in this pack, as well as some general pointers about how the visual design 
system works.

All the scale material in this pack uses a standard �ve box system that covers twelve frets.
Each of the �ve box shapes are color coded, along with the modes they unlock using Anchor Points.
Because each note is part of two boxes, some scale charts utilize a “split-color” feature to re�ect this.
There are seven Anchor Points found along the Low-E String within the �ve boxes. Using these Anchor          
Points, the player can easily use these as the “root note” to setup box positions for all seven modes. 
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This pack is part of the
Tonetracer reference library.

To download more free guides,
visit tonetracer.com 
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